Abstract
Introduction
It is well known that reserving resources based on a worst-case feasibility analysis will drastically reduce resource utilisation, causing a severe system's performance degradation when compared to a soft guarantee based on average execution times. Furthermore, it is increasingly difficult to compute WCET bounds in modern hardware without introducing excessive pessimism [6] .
Several solutions have already been proposed to maximise resource usage and achieve a guaranteed service and inter-task isolation using average execution estimations and isolating an overload of a particular tasks, not jeopardising the schedulability of other tasks [1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 22] . Other works further increase resource utilisation by reclaiming the unused computation times of some tasks, exploiting early completions [15, 4, 16, 5, 14] .
However, a more flexible overload control in highly dynamic real-time systems can be achieved with the combination of guaranteed and best-effort servers and reducing isolation in a controlled fashion in order to donate reserved, but still unused, capacities to currently overloaded servers. This paper considers the coexistence of non-isolated and isolated servers in the same system. For an isolated server, a specific amount of a resource is ensured to be available every period. An inactive non-isolated server, however, can have some or all of its reserved capacity stolen by active overloaded servers. Non-isolated servers are motivated by the increasing use of imprecise computation models and anytime algorithms in dynamic real-time systems [2, 19, 18] .
The paper introduces and evaluates the Capacity Sharing and Stealing (CSS) algorithm for sets of hard, soft and non-real-time tasks that in the presence of isolated and nonisolated bandwidth servers can: (i) achieve isolation among tasks; (ii) efficiently reclaim unused computation time, exploiting early completions; (iii) reduce the number of deadline postponements, assigning all excess capacity to the currently executing server; and (iv) steal reserved capacity from inactive non-isolated servers in overload situations.
Related work
Optimal fixed priority capacity stealing algorithms that minimise soft tasks' response times whilst guaranteeing that the deadlines of hard tasks are met were proposed in [13, 8] . However, they present some drawbacks. [13] relies on a pre-computed table that define the residual capacity present on each invocation of a hard task. In contrast, [8] calculates the available residual capacity at run time, but the execution time overhead introduced by the optimal dynamic approach is infeasible in practice [7] .
In [3] , each server can consume capacity of other servers to advance the execution of the served task in overload situations for enhancing soft aperiodic responsiveness. A server can receive less bandwidth than expected, loosing isolation among served tasks.
The HisReWri algorithm [2] identifies the tasks that did execute when a hard task has released some of its maximum allocation budget and retrospectively assigns their execution times to the hard task. If there is residual capacity available, tasks' budgets are replenished by the amount of residual capacities they consumed. As execution time is retrospectively reallocated, the authors describe the protocol as history rewriting.
In dynamic scheduling, CBS [1] was proposed to efficiently handle soft real-time requests with a variable or unknown execution behaviour under the EDF scheduling policy, achieving isolation among tasks through a resource reservation mechanism which bounds the effects of tasks overruns. Several extensions were proposed next.
GRUB [15] uses excess capacity to reduce the number of tasks' preemptions, assigning all the excess bandwidth to the currently executing server and postponing its deadline before starting a new job, regardless of the current value of the server's budget. Although a greedy reclamation policy is used, excess capacity always tends to be distributed in a fair manner among needed servers across the time line. A critical parameter of this approach is the time granularity used in the algorithm, since a small period reduces the scheduling error, but increases the overhead due to context switches [4] .
CASH [4] uses a global queue of residual capacities originated by early completions, ordered by deadline. Each server consumes available residual capacities before using its own budget, reducing the number of deadline shifts and executing periodic tasks with more stable frequencies. However, CASH may not schedule tasks as expected, since it immediately recharges servers' budget without suspending the tasks [16] . An improvement to CASH's residual bandwidth reclaiming and the ability to work in the presence of shared resources has been recently reported in [5] .
BACKSLASH [14] proposes to retroactively allocate residual capacities to tasks that have previously borrowed their current resource reservations to complete previous overloaded jobs, using an EDF version of the mechanism implemented in HisReWri. At every capacity exhaustion, servers' budget are immediately recharged and their deadlines extended as in CBS. However, a task that borrows from a future job remains eligible to residual capacity reclaiming with the priority of its previous deadline. The main problem of this approach is that allowing a task to use resources allocated to the next job of the same task may cause future jobs of that task to miss their deadlines by larger amounts. Considering the mean tardiness of a set of periodic tasks on higher system loads, BACKSLASH can be outperformed by an algorithm that do not borrows from future resources [14] . This paper proposes a different approach to handle capacity exhaustion. In particular, in the approaches discussed above, when a server consumes its entire budget, the server budget is recharged and a new deadline is generated and it continues to execute the current job using its new capacity and deadline until the job is completed. The next pending job, if any, is executed using the remaining budget and deadline. We suspend budget recharging and deadline update until a specific time. This enables the overloaded server to steal capacities from inactive non-isolated servers and to eventually use any new residual capacities that is released by some other servers, keeping its current priority.
IRIS [16] identifies problems in CBS when scheduling acyclic tasks (tasks that are continuously active for large intervals of time) and also proposes to suspend each task's replenishment until a specific time, implementing a hard reservation technique [21] . Residual capacity reclaiming is only performed after all the servers had exhausted their reserved capacities. IRIS proposes a work-conserving mechanism that guarantees a minimum budget in a fixed interval of time and fairly distributes residual capacities among needed servers.
We carefully considered this fairness issue. The increased computational complexity of fairly assign residual capacities to all active servers and the fact that fairly distributing residual capacities to a large number of servers can originate a situation where no enough excess capacity is provided to any one to avoid a deadline miss, lead us to assign all residual bandwidth to the currently executing overloaded server. Furthermore, our work focuses on minimising the mean tardiness of guaranteed jobs by consuming residual capacities as early, and not necessarily as fairly, as possible.
System model and notation
The paper considers the existence of a set τ = τ h ∪τ s ∪τ n of hard, soft and non-real time tasks in the system and a set of isolated and non-isolated servers.
Isolated servers have a guaranteed budget until their deadlines while inactive non-isolated servers can have some or all of its reserved capacity stolen by active overloaded servers. Non-isolated servers were thought to serve aperiodic or sporadic tasks that can be served in a best-effort manner.
Both types of servers are characterised by a pair (Q i , T i ), where Q i is the reserved capacity and T i is the server period. Each server S i maintains a current capacity c i , a server deadline d i and a recharging time r i . The fraction of the CPU reserved to server S i (the utilisation factor) is given by
At time t, a server can be in one of the following states:
• Active: the served task is (i) ready to execute; (ii) is executing using a residual capacity, the capacity of its server or stealing capacity from a inactive non-isolated server; (iii) or the server is supplying its residual capacity to other servers until its deadline.
• Inactive: the server has no pending jobs and is not supplying its residual capacity to other servers. In-active non-isolated capacities can be stolen by active overloaded servers.
State transitions are determined by the arrival of a new job, capacity exhaustion, or the non-existence of pending jobs at replenishment time. An inactive server reaches the Active state on a job arrival. On the other hand, an active server becomes Inactive if all its reserved capacity is consumed and there are no pending jobs to serve, either while supplying its residual capacity to other servers or exhausting its capacity and finishing its job. Similarly, active servers with no pending jobs at replenishment time become inactive.
On an early completion of its current job, a server remains active supplying its residual capacity until its deadline. If a server is supplying residual capacity, it is contributing to the global system's activity and, as such, can be considered as being active. This eliminates the need of a global queue to manage residual capacities and additional server states.
Each server receives a job for computation at time a i,j serves it assigning a dynamic absolute deadline
The arrival time of a particular job is only revealed during execution, and the exact execution requirements e i,j can only be determined by actually executing the job to completion.
The server that is selected as the running server is the one with the earliest deadline and pending work among the set of servers in the Active state A. When no server is selected, the processor is idle or it is executing non-real time tasks.
Hard tasks can be directly scheduled by EDF, through dedicated isolated CSS servers characterised by their WCET, or hierarchical scheduling. Soft tasks are characterised by average values and can be served by isolated or non-isolated servers.
Since it is not possible to guarantee to complete the execution of soft tasks before their deadlines, our goal is to minimise their mean tardiness without jeopardising the guarantees of isolated servers. The tardiness E i,j of a job
The reader should refer to [17] for a theoretical validation of the proposed model.
Capacity sharing and stealing
The main contribution of the work presented in this paper is the combination of two sources of extra bandwidth for an efficient overload control: (i) residual capacity allocated but unused when jobs complete in less than their budgeted execution time; and (ii) stealing capacity from inactive nonisolated servers used to schedule best-effort jobs. The main principles of the proposed approach are detailed in the next sections.
Dynamic budget accounting
Whenever a server is executing a task, budget accounting must be performed. The proposed dynamic budget accounting mechanism ensures that at time t, the currently executing server S i is using a residual capacity c r originated by an early completion of another active server, its own reserved capacity c i , or is stealing capacity c s from an inactive nonisolated server. The server to which the budget accounting is going to be performed is dynamically determined at the time instant when a capacity is needed.
CSS requires three additional parameters to characterise each server when compared to the original CBS algorithm. Each server has a type (isolated or non-isolated), a pointer to a server from which the budget accounting is going to be performed and a specific recharging time. On the other hand, it eliminates the need of additional server states and extra queues to manage residual and stolen capacities, reducing the needed overhead when compared to other algorithms that improve CBS.
Intuitively, each servers' deadline is a measure of its priority under EDF scheduling. The proposed dynamic budget accounting protocol follows these rules: (i) whenever a server is selected to be the running server, if there are high priority servers with residual capacities greater than zero, the server consumes available residual capacities until their exhaustion or job completion (whatever comes first); (ii) if all residual capacities are exhausted and there is still pending work to do, the server points to itself and consumes its own capacity; (iii) if all consumed (residual and own) capacities were not enough to complete the job, the server steals high priority capacities of inactive non-isolated servers, until its deadline, job completion, or non-isolated capacity exhaustion (whatever comes first); (iv) if the currently executing server is connected to another server and it is preempted, the former is immediately disconnected from the later and points to itself; (v) on job's completion the server points to itself.
The used capacity is decremented from the reserved capacity of the pointed server. Note that at a particular time t there is only one server pointing to another server.
Residual capacity reclaiming
When a server S i completes a job and its remaining capacity c i is greater than zero, it can immediately be used by others, until the currently assigned S i 's deadline d i,k . If there are no pending jobs waiting to execute, S i 's residual capacity c r is updated to the current value of remaining server's capacity c i and c i is set to zero. The server is kept in the Active state, maintaining its deadline d i,k and supplying its residual capacity to other servers.
Whenever a new server is scheduled for execution it first tries to use residual capacities released by early completions of other active servers, with deadlines less than or equal to the one assigned to the served job.
Since the execution requirements of each job are not known beforehand, it makes sense to devote as much excess capacity as possible to the currently executing server, maximising its chances to complete the current job before the deadline, rather than distribute this capacity (usually in proportion of servers' bandwidths) among a large number of servers, without providing enough excess capacity to any of the servers to avoid a deadline miss.
Let A be the set of all active servers. The set of active servers A r eligible for residual capacity reclaiming is given
The consumed residual capacity c r is selected from the earliest deadline active server S r from the set of eligible servers A r . S r is then defined as
Server S i updates its pointer to S r and starts consuming the S r 's residual capacity c r , running with the deadline d r of the pointed server S r . Whenever the residual capacity is exhausted and there is pending work to do, S i disconnects from S r and selects the next available server S r (if any). As such, all available residual capacities are greedily assigned to the currently executing server until its deadline. This has been proved to minimise deadline postponements and the number of preemptions [15] .
If all available residual capacities are exhausted and the current job is not complete, the server starts using its own capacity c i (it points to itself), either until job's completion or c i 's exhaustion. On a c i 's exhaustion, S i keeps in the Active state and maintains its deadline d i,k .
Non-isolated capacity stealing
When the reserved capacity of some server is exhausted and there is still pending work, the server is allowed to steal inactive non-isolated capacities to handle its overload.
Let I be the set of all servers in the Inactive state. The set of inactive non-isolated servers I N s eligible for capacity stealing is given by
Budget accounting will be performed on the earliest deadline inactive non-isolated server S s from the set of eligible servers I The currently executing overloaded server S i connects to the earliest deadline inactive non-isolated server S s , but continues to run with its own deadline d i,k (S i is stealing the S s 's capacity and not its priority). When the stolen capacity is exhausted and the job has not been completed, the next non-isolated capacity c s is used (if any).
Keeping S i 's deadline allows to interrupt the current capacity stealing on a job arrival for S s . This way, S s reaches the Active state with the remaining budget, preserving system's schedulability. Note that while serving a task, an active non-isolated server behaves as isolated servers (it can share residual capacity and steal from other non-isolated servers).
Whenever S i is connected to an inactive non-isolated server S s and it is preempted or whenever a replenishment event occurs on the capacity being stolen, S i is immediately disconnected from S s and stops using that capacity capacity, keeping the Active state.
Before stealing any future capacity of an inactive nonisolated server S s it is necessary to check whether or not an update of S s 's deadline and capacity replenishment are needed since a deadline greater than the actual time implies that some other active overloaded server has already updated S s 's parameters and stolen some portion of the S s 's reserved capacity. If the previously generated absolute deadline d s of the selected non-isolated server S s is lower than the actual time (d s < t), a new deadline (d s = t + T s ) is generated and server's capacity is recharged to the maximum value (c s = Q s ). Otherwise, the currently executing server steals capacity c s using current values. In either case, S s is kept in the Inactive state.
Specific replenishment time
An overloaded server whose budget has exhausted can only continue its execution and steal inactive non-isolated capacities if its current capacity and deadline are not automatically updated when its capacity is exhausted. As such, CSS suspends capacity recharging and deadline update of each server S i until a specific time r i .
Setting the replenishment and deadline update of an active server to its currently assigned deadline, r i = d i , satisfies the purposes of the capacity reclaiming and nonisolated capacity stealing mechanisms presented above.
For each server S i , when t = r i , the taken action depends on the existence at time t of pending jobs to be executed, that is, if there is a job J i,k such that a i,k ≤ t < f i,k . An active server without pending work (it must be supplying its residual capacity to other servers) reaches the Inactive state and its residual capacity is discharged. For a server with pending jobs, a new deadline is generated to
, the server's capacity is replenished to its maximum value (c i = Q i ), the recharging time is set to the server's new deadline (r i = d i,k ) and the server's residual capacity is set to zero (c r = 0).
Advancing the recharging times when there is pending work is against our purpose of executing periodic activities with stable frequencies. If pending jobs are a consequence of early arrivals, executing periodic services with a stable frequency suggests that those early arrived jobs should only begin their execution in the expected period of arrival.
The CSS scheduler
In this section, CSS is formally described and an example of an efficient overload control is presented. Each task τ i is served by a dedicated (isolated or non-isolated) server, characterised by a maximum capacity Q i and a period T i . Budget accounting is dynamically performed on the pointed server. Initially all servers are in the Inactive state.
1. When a job J i,k arrives at time a i,k for server S i (a) if S i is Inactive, it becomes Active and it is inserted in the ready queue.
• if a i,k < d i,k , the job is served with the last generated deadline d i,k , using the current capacity c i .
• otherwise, S i 's capacity is recharged to its maximum value c i = Q i , a new deadline is generated to 5. If the server is Active and t = r i , if there is pending work to do, the capacity is recharged to its maximum value c i = Q i , the deadline is set to
, and the residual capacity c r is set to zero. Otherwise, the server becomes Inactive 6. Whenever the processor becomes idle for an interval of time ∆, the residual capacity c r with the earliest deadline is decreased by the same amount, until all residual capacities are exhausted Consider the following periodic task set, described by average execution times and period: τ 1 = (2, 5), τ 2 = (4, 10), τ 3 = (3, 15). Task τ 1 is served by a non-isolated server, while tasks τ 2 and τ 3 are served by isolated servers. A possible execution of this task set is presented in Figure  1 . When a server is using a residual or stolen capacity from another server a pointer indicates where the budget accounting is being performed.
Figure 1. Overload handling with CSS
At time t = 3 task τ 2 has an early completion, and a residual capacity c r = 1 with deadline d r = 10 is available. Server S 3 is scheduled for execution and connects to earliest deadline residual capacity available of server S 2 . Task τ 3 consumes c r = 1 before starting to using its own capacity at time t = 4. At time t = 7, an overload is handled by stealing capacity of the inactive non-isolated server S 1 . A new deadline for the stolen capacity c s is set to time t = 12.
Note that at time t = 9 a new job for task τ 2 arrives but the job is only released at time t = 10. Remember that advancing execution times is against our purpose of executing periodic activities with stable frequencies.
At time t = 15, after S 2 completes its job by stealing some of the inactive non-isolated capacity of S 1 , a new job for server S 1 arrives. S 1 reaches the active state, keeping its current available capacity and corresponding deadline. Now, it behaves as an active isolated server and tries to use available residual capacities. Since there is not any residual capacity available, S 1 starts to consume its remaining reserved capacity.
At time t = 16, server S 1 has no remaining capacity and stops executing. At time t = 19, a replenishment of server's capacity occurs and S 1 continues to execute the pending job. Since at time t = 20 S 1 completes its job's execution, it frees a residual capacity c r = 1 with deadline d r = 24, that is used by server S 2 before consuming its own capacity at time t = 21.
At time t = 25, a job for task τ 1 arrives and the nonisolated server S 1 becomes active. It first consumes the residual capacity c r = 1 with deadline d r = 30, generated at time t = 24 by an early completion of task τ 2 , before consuming its own capacity.
At time t = 33 an overload of task τ 2 is first efficiently handled by stealing capacity of the inactive non-isolated server S 1 and then, at time t = 38, consuming the available residual capacity generated by an early completion of task τ 3 . Note that a server remains in the Active state until its deadline, even if it has exhausted its capacity.
This example shows that overloads can be efficiently handled without postponing deadlines, either by using residual capacities and by stealing capacities of inactive non-isolated servers.
Evaluation
Two sets of experiments have been performed to verify the effectiveness of the CSS algorithm in reducing the mean tardiness of periodic jobs. In the first set, a comparison is made against BACKSLASH and CASH scheduling only isolated servers serving a set of periodic tasks. The second set evaluates the higher flexibility introduced by CSS to an efficient overload management with non-isolated capacity stealing.
The results reported in this section were observed from multiple and independent simulation runs, with initial conditions and parameters, but different seeds for the random values used to drive the simulation [20] . The mean values of all generated samples were used to produce the charts.
Each simulation ran until t = 100000 and was repeated several times to ensure that stable results were obtained.
The mean tardiness of a set of periodic tasks was determined by n i=0 trd i /n, where trd i is the tardiness of task T i , and n the number of periodic tasks.
Capacity reclaiming
The performance of CSS when scheduling a set of periodic tasks served only by isolated servers was compared against CASH and BACKSLASH, since the three algorithms greedily assign residual capacities as early as possible to the highest priority server. However, they propose different approaches on servers' budget exhaustion with pending jobs whose effect in lowering the mean tardiness of periodic jobs was evaluated.
Different sets of 6 periodic servers, with varied capacities ranging from 20 to 50, and period distributions ranging from 60 to 600 were used, creating different types of load, from short to long deadlines and capacities. The execution time of each job varied in the range [0.7Q i , 1.4Q i ]. The purpose of using random workloads was to evaluate the performance of each algorithm when tasks' parameters differ in dynamic real-time scenarios. Figure 2 shows the performance of the three algorithms as a function of the system's load, measuring the mean tardiness of periodic tasks under random workloads for different probabilities of jobs' overload.
Figure 2. Performance in dynamic scenarios
As expected, all the algorithms perform better when there is more residual capacity available to handle overloads. As the probability of jobs' overload increases, CSS outperforms the other algorithms in lowering the mean tardiness of periodic jobs. In CASH, once a task's budget is exhausted it is immediately recharged and its deadline extended. As such, its priority is effectively lowered, lowering its probability of spare capacity reclaiming before missing its deadline. BACKSLASH also immediately updates budget and deadline, but spare capacity reclaiming is done with virtual (original) deadlines. While BACKSLASH and CSS share the same concept of using original deadlines for spare capacity reclaiming, since CSS keeps a server in Active state until its deadline without deadline postponement, it effectively improves servers' probability of actually using any spare capacity that eventually will be released until then, minimising the mean tardiness of periodic jobs. Furthermore, allowing a task to use resources allocated to the next job of the same task, may cause future jobs to miss their deadlines by larger amounts [14] .
Capacity reclaiming and stealing
The second set of simulations evaluated the effect of non-isolated capacity stealing on the performance of soft real-time tasks, either with short or long variations from mean execution times.
The workload consisted of a hybrid set of periodic isolated and non-isolated servers. The maximum capacity and inter-arrival times of the isolated servers were randomly generated in order to achieve a desired processor utilisation factor of U isolated . The maximum capacity and period of the non-isolated servers were uniformly distributed in order to obtain an utilisation of
To evaluate the weight of non-isolated capacity stealing in lowering the mean tardiness of tasks, the probability of arrival of new jobs to non-isolated servers varied in the range [1.0, 0.1]. The mean tardiness of isolated and nonisolated jobs was measured when using both residual capacities and non-isolated capacity stealing or when only using residual capacities.
In the first simulation, periodic tasks were served by 1 non-isolated server S 1 = (2, 10) and 4 isolated servers Figure 3 shows the results. As expected, when overloaded active servers have more opportunities to steal nonisolated capacities, the mean tardiness of jobs lowers accordingly. When only using residual capacities, the mean tardiness is higher as the probability of non-isolated jobs' arrival lowers, since there is less residual capacities available, released by active non-isolated servers. The experiment shows that with low variation in jobs' computation times non-isolated capacity stealing produces better results, although the use of only an efficient residual capacity reclaiming mechanism achieves a slightly poorer performance.
Furthermore, Figure 3 also shows that the performance of non-isolated servers is worse than the achieved performance of isolated servers. Two reasons explain this behaviour. First, when a new job arrives for a inactive nonisolated server, some of its reserved capacity might have been stolen by a needed active overload server. As such, if there is not any residual capacity available at that particular time, the job must be executed with a lower capacity than expected, probably resulting in a deadline miss (anytime algorithms were not used to evaluate CSS in a more generic scenario). Second, there is a big difference on the performance of a server for different configurations of Q i and T i , even if they result in the same server utilisation [3] . It is well known that the higher the priority the smaller the capacity available, since there is a tradeoff between capacity size and interference. A server with parameters (2Q i , 2T i ) has the same utilisation but a higher probability of using residual capacities and steal inactive non-isolated time due to the increased period.
The second simulation has been generated with the same characteristics of the first one, except that a greater variance of jobs' execution time was introduced, ranging from [0.6Q i , 1.8Q i ]. Note that in this experiment the average value of the jobs' execution requirements is greater than the reserved capacity of their servers, necessarily leading to a greater tardiness. Figure 4 clearly shows a perceptibly improved performance of servers when it is possible to steal inactive non-isolated capacities in the presence of a large variation in jobs' computation times. One can conclude that severe overloads can be efficiently handled with residual capacity reclaiming and non-isolated capacity stealing, reducing the mean tardiness of periodic jobs.
Conclusion
The work reported in this paper integrates and extends recent advances in dynamic deadline scheduling with resource reservation. Namely, while achieving isolation among tasks, it can efficiently reclaim residual capacities and steal capacity from inactive non-isolated servers, effectively reducing the mean tardiness of periodic jobs. Furthermore, the proposed dynamic budget accounting mechanism eliminates the need of several server states and extra queues to manage residual and stolen capacities.
CSS offers the flexibility to consider the coexistence of guaranteed and best-effort servers in the same system. It has been demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can achieve a higher performance when considering the mean tardiness of periodic guaranteed services in systems where some services can appear less frequently, and when they do they can be served in a best-effort manner, giving priority to the overload control of guaranteed services. The achieved results become even more significant when tasks' computation times have a large variance.
